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CONTINUOUSLY RAISING THE BAR 
 
 

Throughout our lives we have heard the term, “Raising the Bar”. This saying is usually offered to 

encourage organizations and individuals to push themselves to strive for the next level, to avoid 

settling for the status quo, and to become something more than we are now. 

 

Entrepreneurs are particularly good at raising the bar for themselves and their businesses. Because 

we hear this saying so often and it is part of our societal conversation, we may not realize we have 

converted this concept of encouragement into another form we describe as continuously raising 
the bar. Instead of celebrating our successes and wins along the way, we constantly set a new goal, 

a moving target, never allowing ourselves to reach the goals we set. We may not have asked 

ourselves whether this method of continuously moving our goals higher and higher has a positive 

or negative impact on our attitudes and performance.  

 

We have all been around entrepreneurs who are experiencing success with their businesses and are 

on a highly upward trajectory. Although two businesses may be experiencing similar success, their 

owners’ thoughts about their successes and their experiences of running their businesses may vary 

drastically. 

  

� One entrepreneur will speak about how far she has come and the success she has achieved. 

She sees success along the way and celebrates each success milestone. She is optimistic, 

positive, energized, and excited about her future.  She is eager to take on new goals, 

projects, and intentions for her life, recognizing that success is in the journey rather than 

the destination. 

� Another entrepreneur with a similar, or perhaps even a higher level of success, may instead 

speak about how far he has yet to go, about how he is not hitting his goals, and about how 

dissatisfied he is with the results he has achieved for all of his efforts. He is drained, 

unfulfilled, and may not be very optimistic about his future, and as a result, may limit or 

deny other opportunities for success.  

 

What causes this dramatic difference in thinking for entrepreneurs who share similar levels of 

success? Why are some entrepreneurs pleased with their success and are enjoying their journeys 

while others constantly feel that they are falling short and are not satisfied? 

 

These two entrepreneurs process, measure, and evaluate their progress in very different ways. It 

turns out that there are two primary ways that we can evaluate our progress. First, let’s look at 
three terms. 

 

x Ultimate Outcomes are idealistic versions of what success looks like and are not real. They are 

outcomes an entrepreneur will never reach because the outcomes are a constantly moving, 

ever-increasing target. A key benefit for creating Ultimate Outcomes is that they provide an 

ideal to strive for. 

x Real Outcomes are those that have actually been achieved. They are tangible results. 

x Goals are what the entrepreneur is striving for.  

 

In our example, both entrepreneurs have made great progress and have achieved significant 

success. By all measures they are both very successful. Why then is the second entrepreneur so 

dissatisfied? 



 

It turns out that the dissatisfied entrepreneur has unknowingly constructed a mental model that 

works as follows. He sets a goal based on his Ultimate Outcomes that provide a highly motivating 

picture that the entrepreneur seeks to achieve. So far so good. The entrepreneur is excited to go 

about achieving his goal.  

 

After some time passes, the entrepreneur has made very good progress. His Real Outcomes are 

significant. However, he is not looking at what he has accomplished. He is judging his Real 

Outcomes against his Ultimate Outcomes. Each time he arrives at a new level of success, he looks to 

his Ultimate Outcomes and sees how far away he is from where he thinks he should be. And, each 

time he achieves a new level of success, the vision of his Ultimate Outcomes grows and moves even 

further from his current position.  

 

Throughout his entrepreneurial career his Ultimate Outcomes have likely increased many times. 

However, he may be unaware that he has repeatedly increased his Ultimate Outcomes and 

continues to feel dissatisfied because no matter how hard he works, and no matter how much 

success he has actually achieved, he doesn’t experience his success. He seems to be further away 

from the success he seeks. He actually feels unsuccessful. This way of thinking produces a Success 
Chasm in his business and life.  

 

Contrast this to the entrepreneur who is energized by her progress and the success she has 

achieved. Her mental model works very differently. She sets a goal based on her Ultimate Outcomes, 

just like the first entrepreneur did. She is highly motivated by these exciting goals and about her 

future. Just as was the case with the other entrepreneur, after some time passes, she has made good 

progress and her Real Outcomes are significant.  

 

This is where the mental process diverges. Instead of comparing where she is to her Ultimate 

Outcomes, she looks back to her prior Real Outcomes. She then compares the current Real 

Outcomes to the prior Real Outcomes and is able to see all of the progress, movement, learning, and 

success she has achieved from the time she made her goals to the time she stops and takes a new 

measurement.   

 

She looks back and bases her thinking on real, observable gains. She celebrates the growth and 

success that she has achieved. She stays in a mental state of happiness and fulfillment, rather than 

looking forward to an imaginary, ever-increasing target that will never be attained.  

 

Unfortunately, many entrepreneurs are slogging through their entrepreneurial lives feeling like 

they are unsuccessful. They are never “there” and rarely if ever experience the satisfaction from 
their efforts, achievements, and actual progress. One reason for this is continuously raising the bar.  

 

The key to changing this experience to is to change the mental model that is used to evaluate 

progress and success. Instead of comparing our Real Outcomes to our Ultimate Outcomes, compare 

Real Outcomes to prior Real Outcomes. Not only is this method more accurately based on reality, 

but it also provides the ongoing energy and positive reinforcement needed to continue to strive for 

the entrepreneurial dream. 


